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Car 1. SEBASTIEN OGIER/JULIEN INGRASSIA
“The road position is difficult for today but at least we are where we need to be for the championship. We
will try to stay there. It should be better grip for the afternoon and we will try to enjoy it.”
Car 8. OTT TANAK/MARTIN JARVEOJA
“We have been attacking since the very beginning. Yesterday we made mistakes and today has been a
clean run. Still for the moment the weather looks to be the big factor so let’s see what happens. If its dry
it will be consistent. If it rains it will be tricky but that’s rallying. For the moment my target is the win.”
Car 6. HAYDEN PADDON/SEBASTIAN MARSHALL
“It was a good way to start the day, some of them are my favourite in the world. We had a good push. I
lost we lost a bit in the last stage of the loop but got pressure on Mads for the podium. Every year I’ve
never got the hang of that stage and we will focus on the first two stages – still a long way to go and we
are still going to keep pushing.”
Car 7. JARI-MATTI LATVALA/MIKKA ANTTILA
“Everything has been going well. The car has been working okay. I have been enjoying the driving. I think
my teammate wants to win this rally and is really going for it.”
Car 10. MADS OSTBERG/TORSTEIN ERIKSEN
“A lot of the other drivers have a lot more experience with this mix of roads – so makes it a little harder as
I am lacking the experience. I am happy with this morning, it was tough and the speed of the other guys
has been really incredible. We have kept it stable and an average pace. I hope we will improve our pace
this afternoon, mostly with the driver and some with the car.”

